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22 July 2015 
 
 
The Hon Bruce Billson MP 
Minister for Small Business 
Parliament House 
CANBERRA  ACT  2600 
 
 
Dear Minister 
 

Report on the ACCC’s operations under Part V – The Carbon Tax Price 
Reduction Obligation in the June 2015 quarter 
 
Pursuant to section 60J of the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 (CCA), the 
Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) is required to report to 
you about its operations under Part V of the CCA during the June 2015 quarter. 
Accordingly, please find enclosed a copy of the ACCC’s June 2015 Carbon 
Monitoring Report. This is the final report provided to you pursuant to section 60J of 
the CCA. 
 
For information about the ACCC’s operations during the March 2015 quarter, please 
see the April 2015 carbon monitoring report. 
 
Electricity and natural gas 

In the June 2015 quarter, the ACCC received confirmation from one remaining small 
electricity retailer that it has passed through its carbon tax repeal cost savings to 
customers. Accordingly, the ACCC is now satisfied that all electricity and natural gas 
retailers have passed on to customers the carbon tax repeal cost savings and 
complied with the price reduction obligations. Over the course of its monitoring 
activities, the ACCC has calculated that average direct cost savings range from $153 
to $269 for electricity and natural gas following the carbon tax repeal. 
 
Synthetic greenhouse gases 

The ACCC has now concluded its price monitoring activities of the synthetic 
greenhouse gas (SGG) industry and is satisfied that the remaining SGG entities have 
passed through to customers their carbon tax repeal cost savings.  

In the June 2015 quarter, several SGG entities confirmed the effect of the carbon tax 
repeal on the prices of SGGs. As a result of its monitoring activities relating to the 
SGG sector, the ACCC has found that at the bulk import, wholesale and equipment 
supply levels prices of common SGGs have reduced to approximately the same 
levels as, or lower than, those before the carbon tax introduction. The ACCC has 
also found that identifiable cost savings have been passed on following the repeal. 
While the price increases at the introduction of the carbon tax may not have been 
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directly due to increased carbon tax costs, cost savings were nevertheless reported 
upon repeal as imports without the carbon tax impost re-emerged, putting downward 
pressure on prices. 
 
Landfill 

The ACCC has found that all landfill facility operators that were liable entities and had 
passed through carbon tax costs have responded to the repeal by removing the 
carbon tax cost components from their prices, thereby passing through cost savings. 

The ACCC has engaged with many landfill operators to ascertain what they had done 
or intended to do with funds they held that had been collected for future carbon tax 
liabilities that will no longer eventuate. Of the liable entities that hold excess carbon 
tax revenue, some have already decided that they will utilise the revenue in ways 
such as providing refunds, funding emissions abatement projects or lowering future 
prices. However, many entities are waiting for the Department of the Environment to 
announce a voluntary framework on the use of excess carbon tax revenue. The 
ACCC supports the industry working collaboratively with the Government to create a 
framework for the use of such funds. 
 
Compliance and enforcement 

The ACCC has been pleased with the high levels of compliance with the carbon tax 
price reduction obligation and consequently, has not needed to undertake any 
enforcement activities relating to the price reduction legislation in the June 2015 
quarter or since the start of its monitoring role on 1 March 2014. During the period, 
the ACCC was not required to issue any notices to aid prevention of price 
exploitation in relation to the carbon tax repeal pursuant to s 60E of the CCA. 
 
I can be contacted on (02) 6243 1131 should you wish to discuss.  
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 

 
Rod Sims 
Chairman 

 


